
PRCS GSC Meeting Minutes 11/14/2022 

 
  
Mr. Demirijie called the meeting to order 4:05pm.  
Laura Castillo did the Pledge of Allegiance.   
Roll Call- members present Minasian, Cutler, Kieffer, Nazarians, Masi, Sagryan, Boniadi, 
Khukoyan, Demirjie, Cullen joined at 4:13pm Khan joined at 4:25pm.  
Self-introduced GSC 2022-2023 Members. Mr. Demirijie reviewed the officers’ rolls. We 
needed parliamentarian and secretary. Sagryan is VP, Masi is Chairperson, Cutler is Secretary 
and Khukoyan is Parliamentarian.  
Principal Update: dates for meetings every 2nd Monday of every month. Zoom at 4pm.  
He is working with AT&T after the fatality on Mason and Sesnon and today he started working 
with 3 reps and he has 3 boosters sitting on his desk waiting to be installed and go around the 
firewall. Right now, we don’t have anything. AT&T has a tower on the hill. Bella Vista is open 
to have a tower in their community. Hopefully we will have internet around PRCS. Waiting for 
district to give us Ring type system camera and doorbell - no timeframe working with booster 
to install cameras at all entrances and parking lot -no timeframe yet. Water filling stations are 
$22K per station through district - LDNW is going to install 2 water stations at no cost to PRCS 
and we will pay for 3rd. Waiting for LAUSD to change all phones and allow teachers phones 
to call out directly from the classroom. No dates we are in line. Murals for kinder area started 
5 months ago, cleared for artist to come in Sept and start mid Jan for 1 week. ES started 
practicing for holiday performance 2 people per family 6 shows all shows. The acceleration 
dates 12/19/22, 12/20/22, 4/3/23, 4/4/23 - where we don’t know depends on demand. Safe 
School Plan – we had a good shakeout drill and Demirjie meet with every safety group to see 
what they needed and is ordering.  According line item 43001, we have a $37704 budget. 
Budget planning is in April 2023. Demirjie explained to Khukoyan as Parliamentarian to give 
general population 2 mins per topic - only have to listen not answer. 
 
Called for open comment time. Nazarians asking for holiday boutique. Recommended her to go 
to PTA as it falls under their privy and report back to us. We did boutique many may years ago.  
 
Meeting ended at 4:38pm 
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